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Abstract—Survivability of a wireless sensor network (WSN)
reflects the ability of the network to fulfill its mission despite the
presence of abnormal events such as failures. Given that sensor
networks are receiving increasing attention due to the wide range
of their applications, which include the critical areas of health,
military and security, survivability constitutes a key property
for their study. This paper proposes a quantitative analysis
for survivability evaluation of wireless sensors networks using
probabilistic model checking. We define network survivability
in line with four measures, namely, the frequency of failures,
the data loss, the delay and the compromised data due to a
variety of failures. In particular, three types of failure events are
considered, namely node, link and attack failures, which are due
to power faults, communication faults and black hole attacks,
correspondingly. Then, we represent network’s behavior with
Continuous-Time Markov Chains (CTMCs) and we randomly
inject the aforementioned faults and attacks in the network,
in order to derive results which quantify the impact of them.
Although the proposed study considers and provides results for a
wireless sensor network architecture, it has the potential of being
exploited in different networks with their own specifications.

Index Terms—Availability, probabilistic model checking, survi-
vability, wireless sensor networks, PRISM

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS sensor networks (WSNs) are continuously
gaining popularity, since modern society depends on

large-scale information systems, which embed WSNs, to con-
duct business, government and defence [1], [2]. In recent years,
a variety of critical applications, including health monitoring,
industrial control, battlefield surveillance, transportation and
environmental monitoring [3], [4], [5], are conducted by
WSNs. Sensor networks are differentiated by other wireless
environments in that, their nodes are left to operate without
human intervention for weeks or months at a time. Therefore,
wireless sensor nodes are vulnerable to a number of dangers,
including attacks and failures. These events entail that a
number of sensors will stop functioning correctly, affecting
the way that network delivers its services.

All the above have motivated the research community to
intensively work over WSNs’ survivability, since survivability
analysis addresses the issue of a network coping with failures,
recovering from them and minimizing their impact [6], [7].
In [1], [2], survivability is defined as a key property of a
network, which reflects its ability to fulfill its mission, in a
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timely manner, despite the presence of abnormal events such
as failures. A more mathematically restricted definition of
survivability is introduced by [7] providing the framework to
quantify the concept of network’s survivability.

In this paper, we proceed to the survivability analysis of
a WSN, according to the definition [7], using probabilistic
model checking [8], [9]. For this purpose, we consider a
network environment consisting of a number of sensor nodes,
distinguished as critical and simple sensors, and a central base
station connected to a database. Links between sensors are
wireless, while critical sensors are wired connected to the
base station. Both critical and simple nodes sense data, which
in turn are aggregated to the base station through critical
nodes. We model such an environment as a Continuous-Time
Markov Chain (CTMC) and, then, we inject faults and attacks
in the developed CTMC in order to study their impact on the
WSN. We use the term fault to denote incidents, e.g., power
or communication outages, and attack to indicate intentional
abnormal events, e.g., black hole attacks. Both faults and
attacks lead to network failures.

More specifically, inspired by [10], WSN survivability is
defined in line with the frequency of failures and the impact of
them. In our analysis, we consider three types of failure events,
namely node, link and attack failures, due to power faults,
communication faults and black hole attacks, respectively.
Consequently, data loss, delay and compromised data reflect
the impact of failures on the WSN. Therefore, frequency of
failures, data loss, delay and compromised data are the four
measures that our analysis is based on. The proposed survi-
vability analysis is automatically performed within the PRISM
model checker [8] and produces the full state space of the
developed CTMC. Solving the aforementioned CTMC, each
state is assigned a unique probability enabling the analyst to
derive probabilistic results. We verify the produced state space
using logical formulas defined in the Continuous Stochastic
Logic (CSL) [11] and, in this way, we calculate the impact
of failures on WSN. Although our study considers a WSN,
it provides a general framework that can be exploited by
network designers to analyze critical infrastructures under their
specifications.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. A re-
lated work overview along with our contribution are discussed
in Section II. The survivability specification definition, our
analysis is based on, is presented in Section III. Section IV
elaborates on details concerning the WSN environment, the
implementation of our CTMC model and the faults and attacks
injected in it. Probabilistic verification results derived by the
CTMC model of a WSN are presented and discussed in



Section V. The paper concludes in Section VI with the impact
of the proposed approach and our future work insights.

II. RELATED WORK

Survivability analysis of WSNs is strongly associated with
the fact that, there is a high rate of failures, affecting the
ability of the network to continue operating in order to fulfill
its mission, e.g., data aggregation. Some well-known research
papers in the past and recent bibliography [1], [2], [6], [12]
address issues and challenges concerning survivability analysis
of networked systems. They provide a good description of the
concept of survivability, along with a theoretical framework,
which motivates us to focus on a specific analysis coping with
WSNs and their technical specifications. Indicative papers of
the latest bibliography [10], [13], [14], which concern not only
WSNs but networks in general, also deal with the survivability
issue with a more application-oriented way.

In particular, authors in [13] present a survivability analysis
approach, which is illustrated on an abstract model of a
networked system, in their case the United States Payment
System. Their model is based upon Constraint Markov Deci-
sion Processes (CMDPs), which constitute an arduous hand-
crafted approach and, as such, they present limited scalability.
Furthermore, CMDPs have the drawback that they do not
consider time, but according to [1], [2] timeliness is a basic
survivability requirement. In [10], authors study the survi-
vability performance of wireless ad-hoc networks using an
analytical CTMC model. Although their approach is interest-
ing, it becomes a highly intensive manual task for complex
networks, since it requires the solution of complicated Markov
chains for deriving steady-state probabilities. For example, the
authors consider only faults as abnormal events and they do
not inject attacks in their model. On the other hand, authors
in [14] consider only attack events, while their focus is on
WSNs rejuvenation after them. While their point of view, that
is to derive the expected cost due to sensors’ downtime, is
insightful, it does not capture all survivability concept aspects.
The current work proposes a methodology, which studies the
issue of WSN survivability considering both faults and attacks.

A. Motivation and Contribution

Our motivation is to address the scalability issues con-
cerning the survivability analysis of a WSN. In our model,
scalability refers to the network components (i.e., sensor nodes
and their links), to the failure events (i.e., faults and attacks),
as well as to the analysis results (i.e., the size of the WSN
model’s state space and the time to resolve this model).

This paper provides the following contributions:
1) The adoption of formal methods and especially model

checking [15], [16] for survivability analysis of a WSN,
through the full state space exploration of its correspond-
ing model. Probabilistic model checking has also been
applied by the authors [17], [18], [19] to quantitatively
analyze security protocols, in order to study the effects
of security parameters in mobile environment, such as
key lengths and cipher suites, as well as the cost of
security threats.

2) The integration of probabilistic model checking in a
mathematical framework [7], defining survivability spec-
ification, in order to build a finite-state CTMC model.
In this way, we proceeded to the implementation of a
fault and attack injection mechanism which embedded
in the CTMC model. To the best of our knowledge this
is the first time that, a CTMC model along with a fault
and attack injection mechanism is automatically verified
using the PRISM model checker.

3) A case study and an evaluation which includes quantita-
tive results over the full state space of the CTMC model.
The evaluation proves the feasibility of our approach on
a 1000-nodes testbed.

4) The development of a flexible framework that can be
exploited by networks and protocols’ designers towards
evaluating their products prior to the implementation
phase. Insights for this are derived by our results, which
relate a network’s tolerance to its size and complexity.
Thus, the current work is protocol independent opposed
to [17], [18], [19] which analyze specific protocols.

III. SURVIVABILITY CHARACTERIZATION USING CTMC

There are a number of definitions of network survivabi-
lity [2], [6], [13]. The one introduced by Software Engineering
Institute emphasizes timeliness and survivability under attacks
and failures [2], considering in this way the survivability
as a means of assessing the extent to which a network
supports its services under abnormal events. According to [10],
although the above definitions provide a good description of
the concept of network survivability, they do not supply a
mathematical framework which allows the quantitative study
of survivability. For this purpose, Knight and Sullivan [7]
introduced a definition of survivability with the mathematical
precision that enables its quantitative analysis. Thus, in this
paper, we employ the definition of [7] and we proceed to
the survivability characterization of a WSN, by building the
full state space of a stochastic model and solving it for the
probability that the network resides in states of our interest.

Definition 1: A survivability specification S for a wire-
less sensor network is defined as a four-tuple, i.e., S =
(E ,R,P,MCTMC) where:

• E is a set of specifications and assumptions that adhere
to the environment of the WSN to be analyzed. This
may include details of network architecture, components,
topology and infrastructure for data transmission and
connectivity among components. Furthermore, it may
refer to any anticipated changes that might occur in the
network affecting its operation, as well as to various
hazards to which the network might be exposed.

• R is a set of specifications, each of which is a complete
statement that represents a service, that the network
environment E continues to provide despite the presence
of failures. But, to describe network’s tolerance in the
environment E , the fault model F of the network should
also be defined. F refers to the set of failures Fi that
might occur in the analyzed network, where Fi ∈ F and
∀Fi there is an impact function Im(Fi), which quantifies



Fig. 1. Wireless sensor network architecture

the impact of a failure to the network. The above entails
that F ⊂ R.

• P is the probability mass function across the set of
specifications R. Since a probability is assigned to each
element of the set R, the sum of probabilities over the
whole set R is 1. The probability associated with each
Fi ∈ F defines the fraction of operating time during
which failures occur in the network.

• MCTMC is a finite-state CTMC model composing a
wireless sensor network’s operation in line with the
aforementioned specifications, namely E ,R and P . A
MCTMC is defined as a four-tuple (S, s̄i, Rt, L), where:

– S is a finite set of states with a unique label assigned
to each of them and which compose the set of
specifications R,

– s̄i ∈ S is the initial state of the CTMC model,
– Rt : S × S → ℜ≥0 is the transition rate matrix and
– L : S → 2AP is the labeling function of atomic

propositions AP that are true in S.
A WSN is survivable if it complies with the above survivability
specification. By this definition, to reside in each state of
the MCTMC has a unique probability, and the network’s
survivability is determined by the probability on the network
residing in preferred states. The probability mass function P
is computed by automatically solving the MCTMC model for
the set of states in S, as it is described in Section IV-C. Once
the MCTMC model is built, the properties of our interest are
verified using CSL formulas [11]. Thus, quantitative results
over the full state space of the MCTMC model are produced.

IV. SURVIVABILITY ANALYSIS OF WIRELESS SENSOR
NETWORKS ACCORDING TO S

Both the survivability definition of [2] and the survi-
vability specification S dictate that failures’ occurrence is
of utmost importance in network survivable analysis, since
failures reflect the performance degradation of the network
under abnormal events. In fact, according to [12], network
survivability evaluation should emphasize on the assessment of
the frequency of failures as well as on the assessment of their

TABLE I
BASIC SYMBOLS’ NOTATION

Parameter Notion
cs number of critical sensor nodes
s number of sensor nodes
λ1 rate of node failure F1

λ2 rate of link failure F2

λ3 rate of attack failure F3

µ repair rate of failure F2

impact. Definition 1, which is employed throughout this paper,
is connected with both frequency of failures and their impact in
that, the first one is associated with the probability of network
residing in undesirable states, whilst the latter is related to
the probability that the network will accomplish its mission,
e.g., data aggregation, in a finite amount of time. Measures
that reflect the impact of failures are data loss, delay and
compromised data. Thus, our network survivability analysis is
based on four measures, namely the frequency of failures, the
data loss, the delay and the compromised data due to failures,
while three types of failures are considered in the fault model
F , i.e., node, link and attack failures, as it is described in
Section IV-B.

A. Environment

Fig. 1 illustrates the environment E that it is considered
in survivability specification S of our analysis. In particular,
we assume a WSN consisting of a number of nodes, distin-
guished as critical sensor nodes cs and simple sensor nodes
s, according to the notation of Table I, and a central base
station connected to a database. Typically, the mission of such
a network of tens or hundreds of nodes, that operate without
human interaction for weeks or months at a time, is monitoring
the environment through data aggregation [20], [21], [22]. In
our scenario, sensor nodes s, which are randomly located in
and out of domains A, B, C and D, collect data, such as
light, temperature and humidity and sent them to critical sensor
nodes cs through a routing tree. Data is also gathered by the cs
nodes. Once the critical sensor nodes cs aggregate data from
sensor nodes s, they submit them, along with their own data,



to the central base station though an IEEE 802.3 connection,
as shown in failure-free domain A of Fig. 1.

A WSN architecture, such as the one of Fig. 1, should
fulfill its mission with little or no human intervention, since
placing new nodes or recharging batteries of nodes in bird nets,
earthquake test sites or heating ducts is time consuming and
expensive [20]. Thus, it is essential that failures be identified
and their impact be studied when we proceed to survivability
analysis of such networks.

B. Fault Model

The fault model F refers to the set of failures Fi that
might occur in the network environment E , described in
Section IV-A. As depicted in Fig. 1, the fault model F injects
faults and attacks in MCTMC which lead to the following
failures:

• F1: Node failure is due to power fault. F1 indicates that
a sensor node cs may be out of order because of its
battery discharging, as shown in domain B of Fig. 1. We
assume that recharging of batteries cannot be tolerated in
the network of our interest and this constitutes cs nodes
critical, since, their operation to sent the collected data
to the base station affects network’s mission. According
to Table I, λ1 is the rate of F1 occurrence.

• F2: Link failure is due to communication fault. F2 denotes
that a sensor node s may lose its wireless link connection
with a critical node cs, as shown in domain C of Fig. 1.
We assume that a link connection can be re-established
in a given time boundary. Link failure F2 occurs with a
rate λ2 and is repaired with a rate µ.

• F3: Attack failure is due to black hole attacks. F3 indi-
cates that a critical sensor node cs may be compromised
by an adversary, as shown in domain D of Fig. 1. In this
case, the malicious node refuses to forward every packet
received, creating a black hole in WSN. We assume that
a cs node is compromised with a rate λ3 and it cannot
be recovered to its proper function [23], [24].

Given that failures F1, F2 and F3 influence network’s
mission, we define their impact Im(F1), Im(F2), Im(F3)
respectively, as follows:

• Im(F1): failure F1 lead to data loss. Once a critical node
cs becomes powered-off, it loses all collected data, which,
in turn, will not be submitted to the base station.

• Im(F2): failure F2 leads to data delay. Once a sensor
node s loses its link connection, it will be delayed in
submitting the data that gathers, since it should wait for
link repair.

• Im(F3): failure F3 lead to compromised data. Once
a critical node cs becomes compromised, it refuses to
forward the data that aggregate. Im(F3) is differentiated
from Im(F1), since the submitted data is not lost but
kept by a malicious node.

Thereby, Im(F1), Im(F2) and Im(F3) along with fre-
quency of them are the four measures that our analysis is
based on.

C. Implementation of MCTMC model

As stated in Section III, we modeled the WSN depicted in
Fig. 1 using a Continuous-Time Markov Chain (CTMC) [25].
A CTMC model is considered to be a stochastic process [26],
that is expected to verify properties of interest, e.g., the steady-
state probability of a WSN to correctly collect all data from
its nodes in a finite amount of time.

Our MCTMC is build according to a number of assump-
tions. Node failures F1 concern only the critical sensor nodes
cs failures, since these nodes affect decisively network’s
operation towards its mission. We consider two operational
modes for critical nodes cs, i.e. {active, failed}, the local
variables Actcs and Fldcs which represent the number of
cs in the corresponding mode and the constant max cs
which denotes the maximum number of cs. MCTMC model
begins with Actcs = max cs, while the range of values
of Actcs and Fldcs is [0,max cs]. At any given time it
stands that Actcs + Fldcs = max cs. Then, critical sensor
nodes cs may make the transition to failed mode at any time.
Thus, in our finite state model, we allow a nondeterministic
transition to a state where mode of a cs is equal to failed,
i.e., Fldcs = Fldcs + 1 and Actcs = Actcs − 1. When a
critical node cs makes the transition to failed mode, it does
not contribute to the network’s mission and it stays in that
mode forever, i.e., for time instances t1, t2 with t2 > t1 it
stands that Fldcs(t2) ≥ Fldcs(t1).

Link failures F2 concern the connectivity among a number
of sensor nodes s and the critical node cs to whom they report
their collected data. We consider two operational modes for
active critical nodes Actcs, i.e. {linked, unlinked}, in line with
F2. Local variables Lnkcs and Ulnkcs denote the number of
Actcs in the corresponding mode. The MCTMC model begins
with no link failures, i.e., Lnkcs = Actcs, the range of values
of Lnkcs and Ulnkcs is [0,max cs] and at any given time
it stands that Lnkcs + Ulnkcs = Actcs. Then, a link failure
may occur at any time and then an active critical sensor node
Actcs makes the transition to unlinked mode. Thus, in our
finite state model, we allow a nondeterministic transition to
the state where the mode of Actcs is equal to unlinked, i.e.,
Ulnkcs = Ulnkcs+1 and Lnkcs = Lnkcs−1. When an active
critical node Actcs makes the transition to unlinked mode, it
does not gather data from nodes s. However, a link failure
may be randomly restored with a rate µ, as shown on Table I.
During a link failure, nodes s keep their data and submit them
after link re-establishment.

Attack failures F3 concern only cs nodes and especially
Lnkcs, since an adversary can influence the network’s mission
by compromising linked critical nodes. In line with F3, Lnkcs
are distinguished in {compromised, uncompromised} and the
local variables Cmpcs, Ucmpcs denote the number of Lnkcs
in the corresponding mode. Model begins with no attacks,
i.e., Ucmpcs = Lnkcs, the range of values of Cmpcs and
Ucmpcs is [0,max cs] and, at any given time, it stands that
Cmpcs + Ucmpcs = Lnkcs. In our finite state model, a
black hole attack is represented by an Lnkcs node making
a transition to compromised mode, i.e., Cmpcs = Cmpcs +1
and Ucmpcs = Ucmpcs−1. When a cs node is compromised,



TABLE II
MODEL CHECKING RESULTS OF MCTMC

Sensor nodes s Total states of S Transitions Iterations Time (sec)
10 2073 5768 16 0.009
50 9846 28168 24 0.021
100 19566 56228 34 0.135
1000 194526 561306 214 4.624
10000 1944126 5612108 2014 548.588

it drops the packets it receives and thus it does not contribute
to the network’s mission. We assume that it stays in that mode
forever, i.e., for time instances t1, t2 with t2 > t1 it stands that
Cmpcs(t2) ≥ Cmpcs(t1).

The developed model contains one (1) module, namely
M = {Mwsn}, which represents the behavior of the WSN of
Fig. 1. The local variables s, cs affect the state space S of mod-
ule Mwsn, while the variables Actcs, F ldcs, Lnkcs, Ulnkcs
regulate the paths between discrete states of the produced state
space. In general, the waiting time t of a transition from a
state i to a state j, where i, j ∈ S, is mapped by a negative
exponential distribution e−Rt(i,j)·t, the parameter of which is
the transition rate, i.e., Rt(i, j). In our case, this exponential
distribution is defined in line with the rates λ1, λ2, λ3, µ, which
express the rate of node failure F1, link failure F2, attack
failure F3 and repair of F2, respectively.

Once the finite-state model MCTMC is build, each state is
assigned with a unique probability according to the probability
mass function P . By solving the produced state space, we
can derive probabilistic results, such as the probability of
network residing in undesirable states and the probability that
the network will accomplish its mission, e.g., data aggregation.
According to Definition 1, the first probability is associated
with the frequency of failures, while the latter is related
to their impact, i.e., data loss Im(F1), delay Im(F2) and
compromised data Im(F3). These four measures used for
producing the survivability evaluation results presented in
Section V.

V. SURVIVABILITY EVALUATION

This section presents the survivability evaluation results
derived by the quantitative analysis of Definition 1. The
behavior of the WSN, presented in Section IV-A, is modeled in
the environment of the PRISM model checker using CTMCs,
as described in Section IV-C. Our MCTMC allows parame-
terization, since the local variables s and cs, which denote the
scale of the network under analysis and affect the produced
state space S, can be varied. The same stands for the values
of rates λ1, λ2, λ3 and µ. In results that follow, λ1, λ2 and
λ3 are varied in order to pinpoint the Im(F1), Im(F2) and
Im(F3), while the repair rate of F2 is fixed at µ = 0.05,
which corresponds to an average repair time equal to 20 sec.
We also define the transmission rate to be push = 10 nodes
per second. Values of µ and push are indicative and derived
by [10], but they can obviously be adjusted according to the
network requirements.

Results derived by a dual-core 2.5GHz machine under
Ubuntu 10.04 distribution with 4GB of RAM. Table II presents
numerically the way that PRISM model checker build the

state space of MCTMC for different values of s. For these
results, we assume that cs = 5, λ1 = 0.2 nodes/sec and
λ2 = 0.5 links/sec. Time results indicate the scalability of
our MCTMC model, which allows the survivability analysis
of complex networks of the scale of 104 sensor nodes. The
remaining values of Table II concern the total number of
the produced states, along with the transitions between them,
and the iterations needed to solve the CTMC model. The
magnitude of these numbers denotes the depth of our analysis.

We proceed to the quantitative analysis of the developed
MCTMC model defining the properties of the WSN as queries
in stochastic logic formulas. These properties represent partial
specifications of the steady-state and the transient behavior of
MCTMC , as defined in survivability specification S. Then,
the probabilistic model checker PRISM resolves the actual
probability of network residing in states of interest based
upon these formulas. Queries are formed using Continuous
Stochastic Logic (CSL) [11].

According to our implementation assumptions of Sec-
tion IV-C, the MCTMC model begins with all critical sensors
being active, i.e., Actcs = max cs, and no link and attack
failures, i.e., Lnkcs = Ucmpcs = Actcs. Then, failures F1,
F2 and F3 occur with rates λ1, λ2 and λ3, and only F2

are repaired with rate µ. Since, failures F1 and F3 are not
fixed, the steady state availability of the network depends
on the availability of critical sensors cs. If the network’s
availability and non-availability are denoted by PAvailability

and PNonAvailability , respectively, then it holds that:

PAvailability + PNonAvailability = 1 (1)

PAvailability of Eq. 1 is defined as the probability of the
network residing in states of S, where at least one (1) critical
sensor is active and uncompromised, i.e., Actcs ≥ 1 and
Ucmpcs ≥ 1. Thus, it can be calculated as follows:

PAvailability =
∑
i,j

P(i,j), ∀i, j ∈ S : Rt(i, j) > 0

and Actcs ≥ 1 and Ucmpcs ≥ 1

(2)

Eq. 2 entails that PNonAvailability is associated with the
probability of none cs nodes being active due to F1 or all
active cs nodes being compromised due to F3. Thus:

PNonAvailability =
∑
i,j

P(i,j), ∀i, j ∈ S : Rt(i, j) > 0 and

((Fldcs = maxcs) or (Actcs ≥ 1 and Cmpcs = Actcs))
(3)

Based on Eq. 3, we can determine all the paths of the
produced state space of the MCTMC which lead to the



Fig. 2. Network’s availability and non-availability expressed in line with λ3

network residing in undesirable states (Eq. 3). Such a property
is expressed by Query 1 as follows:

Query 1 : PNonAvailability =? [true U <= C0 ((Fldcs =
max cs) or (Actcs ≥ 1 and Cmpcs = Actcs))],
s = 500, cs = 5, λ1 = 0.2, λ2 = 0.5

Query 1 is applied to a network of s = 100 sensor
nodes, cs = 5 critical nodes which has λ1 = 0.2 nodes/sec
and λ2 = 0.5 links/sec. It searches out the probability of a
path appeared in the state space S, where network will stop
operating towards its mission (Eq. 3), for different values of
λ3. A similar query is launched for computing PAvailability

and the results are shown in Fig. 2. A first observation is that,
at any given time step t the curves of Fig. 2, which depict
PAvailability and PNonAvailability , obey Eq. 1, indicating the
proper operation of MCTMC . It is natural, that as time
passes, the network’s availability declines, since F1 and F3

are not repaired, and for the same reason, non-availability is
increased. At the same time, Fig. 2 depicts the influence of
black hole attacks (F3) in WSN. Network’s availability drops
dramatically as λ3 increases.

Once we quantify network’s availability (Fig. 2), we can
proceed to the first measure evaluation, i.e., frequency of
failures. In our MCTMC the failures’ frequency is defined
as λ1 · PAvailability + λ3 · PAvailability and refers to the
frequency of F1 and F3. This is due to the fact that cs
nodes affect decisively the network’s operation towards its
mission and their failures, either because of power fault (F1)
or because of black hole attack (F3), are not repaired. In the
above definition λ1, λ3 ∈ [0..1]. Thus, at the one end, when
λ1 ≈ 0 we evaluate the frequency of the attack failures for
different values of λ3, whilst, at the other end, when λ3 ≈ 0
we evaluate the frequency of the node failures for different
values of λ1. For any other values of λ1, λ3 failures frequency
definition considers both F1 and F3. In general, as rates
λ1, λ3 increase the network’s availability decreases. However,
although failures will be more frequent at the beginning of
MCTMC , this trend is reversed with time. The explanation
is that, as network operates and its availability decreases,
less Actcs will be available either to be failed (F1) or to be

Fig. 3. Data loss, i.e., Im(F1), is expressed in line with the probability that
the network will accomplish data gathering at any given time step, when the
probability is calculated as a function of critical sensors’ failure rate λ1

compromised (F3).
Apart from the frequency of failures, data loss, delay

and compromised data are the other three measures which
were evaluated in our survivability analysis. As described in
Section IV-B, data loss is due to Im(F1), delay expresses the
Im(F2) and compromised data is owed to Im(F3). Thus, in
order to study the impact of failures, we launched PRISM
executions for different values of λ1 for Im(F1), λ2 for
Im(F2) and λ3 for Im(F3). For data loss and delay, the
property that is quantitatively verified is the one that explores
the produced state space of the MCTMC for the probability
of all sensor nodes s successfully submitting their data to the
critical sensors cs in a predefined time boundary. This property
is expressed by Query 2 as follows:

Query 2 : PSuccess =? [true U <= C0 Success = true],
s = 100, cs = 5

The interpretation of Query 2 is: “which is the actual
probability of the all network’s sensor nodes s to submit their
data to the critical nodes cs in a finite amount of time?”. In this
query, Success is a logical formulae defined in our MCTMC

model, in order to control that nodes s will successfully submit
their data.

When this probability is calculated in line with critical
sensors’ failure rate λ1, it expresses data loss, since the impact
of F1 is data loss, as defined in Section IV-B. Fig. 4 depicts
the results derived for λ1 = 0.01 and 0.2, nodes/sec while
λ2, λ3 are fixed at 0.1. Since λ1 = 0.01 is a relatively low
value of critical sensors’ failure rate, it is expected that the
corresponding curve in Fig. 3 reaches probability 1. This
means that all sensors s will succeed in submitting their
data after 50 time steps, according to the graph, since a
low value of λ1 entails that many cs will remain active to
aggregate the data. However, due to λ3, some of the Actcs
will be compromised and they will not deliver the packets
that receive causing PSuccess < 1. On the other hand, a high
value of nodes’ failure rate dramatically affects the network’s
behavior towards accomplishing its mission. Thus, the curve
for λ1 = 0.2 falls significantly, reaching the probability of



Fig. 4. Delay, i.e., Im(F2), is expressed in line with the probability that
the network will accomplish data gathering at any given time step, when the
probability is calculated as a function of link failure rate λ2

0.65 after 50 times steps.
In order to study network’s delay, we calculate the prob-

ability of Query 2 for different values of links’ failure rate
λ2. Failures F2 in contrast to F1 and F3 are repaired and,
consequently, they affect the timing of network’s mission
accomplishment. Thus, we re-launched Query 2 for λ2 =
0.1, 0.4 and 0.7 links/sec, while λ1, λ3 are fixed at 0.1. The
fact that no curve of Fig. 4 reaches probability 1 indicates the
impact of F1 and F3. The impact of F2 is evident from the
curves’ arrangement, which denotes that the successful data
aggregation will be delayed according to λ2. In particular,
higher values of links’ failure rate entail delay, as indicated by
lower probability PSuccess, since unlinked cs nodes (Ulnkcs)
do not contribute to the network’s mission.

Besides the above quantitative probabilistic results, one of
the benefits of probabilistic model checking is the capability
of the analysis to produce quantitative results derived by
user-defined reward structures [27]. For the last measure,
i.e., compromised data, we define an instantaneous reward
structure. This structure attaches to the produced state space
S weights equal to the number of s nodes whose data has
been aggregated by compromised sensors cs due to F3. We
calculate the compromised data, by defining the instantaneous
reward query Query 3, as follows:

Query 3 : R =? [I = C0],
C0 = 50, s = 100, cs = 5, λ1 = 0.1, λ2 = 0.1

Query 3 is applied to a network of s = 100 sensor
nodes and cs = 5 critical nodes, where λ3 = 0.1, 0.5 and
0.9 attacks/sec and λ1, λ2 are 0.1. The instantaneous reward
property of the type R =? [I=t], used in this query, is
associated with each path of the model for up to a given time
boundary t and it is calculated for different values of attacks’
failure rate λ3. The results of network’s behavior towards the
last measure is depicted in Fig. 5. The ascending trend of
all three curves denotes the effect of black hole attack, i.e.,
as time passes more s are “deceived” and submit their data
to compromised cs, increasing the last measure. The impact
of λ3 is evident from the curves’ arrangement, since higher

Fig. 5. Compromised data, i.e., Im(F3), are calculated in line with the
number of s nodes whose data are aggregated by compromised sensors cs
nodes for different values of attack failure rate λ3

attacks’ failure rates lead to more compromised data.
Finally, an interesting study for the analyzed network is

to probabilistically quantify its success in aggregating data,
according to the ratio of sensors s and critical sensors cs
in a given time boundary. For this purpose, we re-run query
Query 2 defining λ1 = 0.2 nodes/sec, λ2 = 0.5 links/sec and
λ3 = 0.1 attacks/sec. Sensor nodes s are varied from 50 to
250 with a step of 50, while critical sensors cs, deployed at
the x-axis of Fig. 6, range from 1 to 10.

In Fig. 6, we indicatively observe that the probability of
s = 50 sensors successfully submitting their data in a network
with cs = 5 critical sensors is 0.7, while for s = 100 the
probability falls at 0.25. This is natural, since for the same
number of cs, the more the sensors s, the lower the probability
of the network accomplishing data aggregation. On the other
hand, the ascending trend of each curve indicates that for
the same number of s, the more the critical sensors cs, the
higher the aforementioned probability. Although, adding criti-
cal nodes cs may increase network’s survivability according to
the measures defined in this paper, such an action will affect
both the cost of the network’s implementation and complexity.
The latter query may be of great importance for the network
design analysts, since, prior to the implementation phase, they
will have the capability of studying their network’s design in
line with the tradeoff between maximizing network’s operation
and minimizing its implementation cost.

The aforementioned capability along with the scalabity of
the proposed MCTMC differentiate the current work from
the related research studies [10], which are also based on
the use of Markov stochastic chains. The analytical approach
of [10] implies restrictions considering both the scale and the
complexity of the analyzed network. The proposed method-
ology creates flexible CTMC models that can incorporate
additional features, which mutually affect each other. Thus,
we can enlarge the complexity of WSN without sacrificing the
capability of analyzing it, since the produced CTMCs can be
solved automatically and timely (Table II) using probabilistic
model checking. Thereby, instead of proposing a solution
to an instance of WSN, we provide a methodology which
can be exploited by network designers in order to fit their



Fig. 6. Tuning the number of critical sensors cs and sensor nodes s
determines the probability of the network accomplishing data gathering at
a given time step

requirements to the proposed model.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we introduce an automated quantitative analy-
sis using probabilistic model checking as a means of evaluating
survivability of WSNs. Exploiting a well-defined mathematical
framework for survivability characterization, we proceed to
the development of a CTMC model, that evaluates WSN
survivability in line with four measures, namely the frequency
of failures, data loss, data delay and compromised data due
to a variety of failures. Our approach provides a series of
probabilistic results that pinpoint the analysis accuracy when
a number of network parameters are varied. Our method is
flexible enough to be utilized under different type of networks
with their own specifications. As a future perspective, we aim
at enhancing the proposed quantitative analysis with energy
consumption parameters, such as battery life of sensor nodes,
as well as with issues regarding the cost of faults recovery.
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